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Seven things to help create the world we want, by Olga Sheean

1. Put planet first, people second, to restore the natural order to the chain of life—with planet at the top 
and all else flowing from it, driving personal, social and political development. Putting people/profit first 
doesn’t work (as we have seen), but putting planet first promotes and honours all forms of life in a truly 
win–win way. Develop healthy wireless telecoms, natural energy sources, water-powered vehicles, local 
self-sufficiency and collaboration (like the Ubuntu One Small Town concept), growing your own food, 
reconnecting with nature, using natural, quantum, sonic and other healing technologies; converting 
plastics back into oil, cleaning up waterways with natural technologies etc. Foster international eco-
excellence and eco-sharing. 

2. Create a culture and infrastructure for higher learning for all ages and throughout the education 
system—teaching health, nutrition, how mind + body work, the nature of reality, positive reprogramming, 
self-care/self-mastery, how to make healthy choices and create loving, enlightened relationships; how to 
tap into universal intelligence to elevate consciousness, using our higher faculties, the power of the mind, 
neuroscience and quantum physics to create the outcomes we seek. Replace religious education with 
spirituality, self-responsibility and humanness, so people reconnect with their higher selves, love of life 
and spiritual autonomy.  

3. Dissolve the military–industrial complex and redirect $$ into bio-friendly, empowering programs 
for humanity. Become productive and creative vs destructive and defensive. US military spending is 
estimated at $2 trillion a year. Total cost of US welfare and poverty-assistance programs is estimated 
at $1 trillion a year. Switch from fear-based defensive–destructive mode to collaborative creative 
regeneration and become a force for good that generates positive outcomes and inspires other nations to 
follow suit.  

4. Leadership for leaders—teaching citizens to become leaders in their own lives: taking responsibility for 
their environment, choices, actions; mentoring youth; creating local councils made up of all age groups, 
all contributing. Developing a system of community apprenticeships so young people can learn a trade 
alongside a mentor, engage in skill-/tech-sharing to potentiate global initiatives, and rehabilitate those 
who have lost their way.  

5. Separate Church and industry from State so government serves the people vs catering to industry 
or religious agendas. Religious programming permeates all sectors of society (in God we trust, on legal 
tender, swearing on the Bible in court—vs trusting in self and in each other). Develop an online system for 
reporting and transparency, whereby leaders are accountable for their actions, regularly posting updates 
and goals reached.  

6. Promote a culture of creativity, innovation, artistic expression and human excellence. We are creators 
and creativity is in our nature. An agent for positive social change, art moves us forward and upwards, 
elevating consciousness while inspiring us and keeping us passionately engaged, bringing beauty, 
imagination, creativity, fun, play and purpose into our lives.  

7. Develop a ‘love justice’ system that serves humanity and honours human rights, versus commercial 
interests or those with the most money for lawyers and political spin. It could incorporate the tribal 
system whereby offenders are supported and loved by the community, reminded of their value and 
contribution, and given full ownership of their rehabilitation.
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